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Let CA be a one-dimensional cellular automaton. A computational
complexity problem, the Constrained Eden problem, denoted
C-EDEN(CA), is introduced. C-EDEN(CA) is a finitary variant of the
Garden of Eden problem. Even for certain elementary cellular automata, C-EDEN(CA) is NP-complete, providing the first examples of
NP-complete problems associated with cellular automata over a twoelement alphabet.

1. Introduction

In “Twenty Problems in the Theory of Cellular Automata” [1],
Stephen Wolfram asks in Problem 19: “How common are computationally intractable problems about cellular automata?”
The goal here is to respond to Problem 19 by providing a short paper, accessible to anyone familiar with the basics of computational
complexity at the level of the Garey and Johnson classic [2] that introduced Constrained Eden as a computational complexity problem associated with one-dimensional cellular automata. Constrained Eden is a
finitary variant of the classic Garden of Eden problem and it provides
the first example of NP-complete behavior for an elementary cellular
automaton. In a sequel to this paper, Constrained Eden problems and
variants will be shown to be log-space equivalent to certain constraint
satisfaction problems.
Unlike the Garden of Eden problem (and existing finitary variants
of it), variables are involved in instances of Constrained Eden. Constrained Eden is a problem that involves an aspect of equation-solving, of algebra, over a cellular automaton, which may help explain
how there can exist class 2 elementary cellular automata (automata
whose behavior stabilizes after a small number of iterations) with a
Constrained Eden problem that is NP-complete, as is shown later in
Section 2.1.
1.1 One-Dimensional Cellular Automata

Let A  9a1 , … , ak = be a k-element alphabet. A configuration  is a
bi-infinite string, that is, an element in w HA ‹ 8b<Lw where b denotes
“blank”. The use of a blank symbol as an element of the alphabet is
nonstandard in Complex
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The A-support of a configuration is the set of cells with entries in A. A finite configuration over A
is a configuration with finite A-support. A finite configuration is gen-
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bi-infinite string, that is, an element in HA ‹ 8b<L where b denotes
“blank”. The use of a blank symbol as an element of the alphabet is
nonstandard in cellular automata theory, but is essential in the definition of the Constrained Eden problem. The A-support of a configuration is the set of cells with entries in A. A finite configuration over A
is a configuration with finite A-support. A finite configuration is generally specified as a finite sequence in A ‹ 8b<.
A one-dimensional cellular automaton CA of radius r consists of a
finite alphabet A  9a1 , … , ak = and local rule r : A2 r+1 Ø A. A given
configuration evolves in time by synchronously updating the value of
each cell via the local rule r. It is understood that if a blank b is encountered as part of an input involved in determining a cell, then the
output (the new value of the cell) is also a b. So, in effect, the domain
and range of r is extended to include b, and b acts as an absorbing element. Using the given convention, a one-dimensional cellular automaton CA induces, via its local rule r, a function from the set of configurations to itself, a function that will also be denoted r.
Consider the so-called elementary cellular automaton 36 over the
alphabet A  80, 1<, with local rule r : 80, 1<3 Ø 80, 1< given by
r-1 H1L  8H1, 0, 1L, H0, 1, 0L<. Here is the evolution of the configuration 01 011 010 after three iterations of elementary cellular automaton 36:
380
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0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0
0
For a one-dimensional cellular automaton over A  9a1 , … , ak =

with radius r and local rule r, let r-1 Iai M  9Ia2 r , … , a0 M :
rIa2 r , … , a0 M  ai =. There are 256 elementary cellular automata,
cellular automata with radius 1 over the alphabet 80, 1<, each designated by a positive integer n, where 0 § n § 255, as follows:
n  SIa

-1
2 , a1 , a0 Mœr H1L

2 M+a

2 a2 I2

1

I21 M+a0

.

The one-dimensional cellular automata here are assumed to have a
quiescent state 0 œ A: r I02 r+1 M  0. The support of a configuration is
the set of cells that are not in the quiescent state 0 or blank. A configuration is 0-finite if its support is finite.
An alphabet A, a local rule r, and a fixed positive integer k determine a finite cellular automaton: For such a cellular automaton, the
action of r is restricted to Ak (i.e., blanks are not used). To evaluate
the left and right boundary of an element of Ak the k-tuple is typically
padded with entries consisting of some fixed quiescent element of A.
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action of r is restricted to A (i.e., blanks are not used). To evaluate
the left and right boundary of an element of Ak the k-tuple is typically
padded with entries consisting of some fixed quiescent element of A.
1.1.1 Background: The Garden of Eden Problems and Complexity
Problems Associated with Cellular Automata

Let CA be a cellular automaton over an alphabet A. The Garden of
Eden for CA has as an instance a bi-infinite configuration over A with
no blanks, the target T, and asks: “Does there exist a configuration S
such that rHSL = T?”. In [3] a finitary version of the Garden of Eden
problem, called the Predecessor Existence Problem (PEP) is introduced. As defined by K. Sutner in [3], the scope of PEP is finite cellular automata, but in the paragraph before Proposition 3.1, Sutner
broadens the scope of PEP to include 0-finite cellular automata. In
[3], (see the paragraph before the introduction to Proposition 3.1, via
the semiautomaton determined by the so-called deBruijn labeled
graph determined by the local rule of the one-dimensional cellular automaton CA. Also in [3] are NP-completeness results requiring quite
nontrivial constructions for the so-called “pattern reachability” problem for finite cellular automata.
The first known examples of NP-complete problems associated
with a one-dimensional cellular automaton were given by Frederic
Green in [4]. Let CA be a one-dimensional cellular automaton over
the alphabet A. Consider the problem CA-PREIMAGE, with instances T that are finite configurations over A, with size †T§ the length
of T, and with the question: Does there exist a finite subconfiguration
that maps to T in †T§ steps? Green shows that one-dimensional cellular automata do exist that have an NP-complete CA-PREIMAGE
problem. On the other hand, for various trivial one-dimensional automata, it is clear that CA-PREIMAGE is in P. Thus, CA-PREIMAGE
properly separates the one-dimensional cellular automata (assuming
P ≠ NP). Green’s nontrivial examples of NP-complete behavior for
CA-PREIMAGE involve cellular automata over a fairly large alphabet.

2. Constrained Eden

Let CA be a one-dimensional cellular automaton of radius r over a
finite alphabet A  9a1 , … , ak = with the local transition function r. It
is assumed that A contains a quiescent state 0. Let V  9xi : i œ N= be
a countable variable set.
1. An instance of the Constrained Eden problem for a cellular automaton
CA (denoted C-EDEN(CA)) consists of
† a list, a finite sequence of entries Y1 , … , Ym with entries from
V ‹ A, and
Complex Systems, 18 © 2009 Complex Systems Publications, Inc.
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† a target, a finite sequence Zr+1 , … , Zm-r with entries consisting of
elements from A ‹ 8b<. The list is placed over the target, Yr + 1 over
Zr+1 , and so on.
2. The question is: Does there exist an assignment e : 8x1 , … , xm < Ø A, so
that e HY1 L, eHY2 L, … , e HYm L is mapped by the local rule r to T, with
the understanding that cells of the target containing blanks are ignored?

Of course the variables in an instance of Constrained Eden place
constraints on potential solutions. An instance of C-EDEN(CA) follows, where CA could be any one-dimensional cellular automaton
with radius r  1 over any alphabet A containing 80, 1<:
x2 0 x1 x2 x1 0
1

b

0

1

It is often convenient to assume that the length of the target is the
same as the length of the list. This can be accomplished by adding a
sufficient number of bs at each end of the target. Thus, an instance of
Constrained Eden can be viewed as a finite sequence of 2-tuples, with
entries from HV ‹ ALä HA ‹ 8b<L. It is clear that C-EDEN(CA) is in NP.
Lemma 1 is not intrinsic to the paper; the proof is a slight expansion of an observation in Sutner’s paper involving the labeled directed
de Bruijn graph associated with a one-dimensional automaton, and
the interested reader is referred to [3].
Let CA be a one-dimensional cellular automaton with r ¥ 1
over an alphabet A with quiescent state 0. Then the 0-finite version of
PEP(CA) is log-space equivalent to a subproblem of C-EDEN(CA).
Lemma 1.

Proof. Let I  0w c1 … cm 0w be an instance (of size m) of PEP(CA).
In [3], Sutner indicates that I is satisfiable if and only if c1 … cm is recognized by the A-labeled de Bruijn directed graph (interpreted as a
semiautomaton) determined by the one-dimensional CA, with
† an initial state x œ A2 r such that there exists a directed path in the de
Bruijn graph from 02 r to x, a path labeled entirely by 0s, and
† a final state y œ A2 r such that there is a directed path from y to 02 r
such that the entire path is labeled by 0s.

Since the diameter of the de Bruijn graph in question has a length
of no more than 2 r, it follows that there exists a satisfying 0-finite
pre-image for the instance I  c1 … cm if and only if there exists a satisfying 0-finite pre-image whose support is contained in a subconfiguration of a length no more than m + 2 r.
For an instance I  c1 … cm of PEP(CA), with size m, let a HIL be a
list of a HIL  02 r x1 … xm+2 r 02 r, where x1 , … , xm+2 r are distinct
variables, and with target 02 r c1 … cm 02 r , situated so that xr+1 is
over c1 in the target. From the preceding paragraph, it follows that I
is satisfiable for the 0-finite version of PEP(CA) if and only if a HIL is
Complex
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variables, and with target 0 c1 … cm 0 , situated so that xr+1 is
over c1 in the target. From the preceding paragraph, it follows that I
is satisfiable for the 0-finite version of PEP(CA) if and only if a HIL is
satisfiable for C-EDEN(CA). Meaning that the map is log-space is
clear. ·
Let C-EDEN(n) refer to the Constrained Eden problem for elementary cellular automaton n, and let rn refer to the local rule for elementary cellular automaton n. Note that if r Ix1 , x2 , x3 M  x2 , the local
rule for elementary cellular automaton 206, then C-EDEN(206) is certainly in P. The introduction of variables and blanks results in a natural problem that, assuming P ≠ NP, divides one-dimensional cellular
automata into at least two complexity classes, as shown next.
2.1 C-EDEN(36) is NP-Complete

Recall that NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3-SAT (“NAE 3|SAT”) is the computational complexity problem with instances consisting of a finite set of
clauses of length 3, and question: Does there exist an assignment of
the variables involved in the instance such that each clause is satisfied,
but at least one of the literals in each clause is not satisfied? NOTALL-EQUAL 3-SAT, which is well known to be NP-complete, is reduced to C-EDEN(36).
Theorem 1. C-EDEN(36)

is NP-complete.

Proof. Let I  9C1 , … , Ck = be an instance of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT, and let varI be the variables occurring in I. By reindexing if
necessary, it can be assumed that varI  9x j : j  1, … , m= for some
non-negative integer m. (A particular instance, E, of NOT-ALLEQUAL 3-SAT is presented to make it easier to follow the constructions: Let E  9Ix1 , x2 , x3 M, IŸ x1 , Ÿ x2 , Ÿ x3 M, Ix2 , x3 , Ÿ x4 M,
HŸ x1 , x2 , x4 L<. Note that E is satisfiable; for example, it is satisfied
with f : 9x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 = Ø 80, 1< with f -1 H1L  8x1 , x2 , x4 <.)
The first step involves the construction of a set of Boolean
equations, denoted I. Then, in the second and last step, the set of
equations I is transformed into an instance, newI, of C-EDEN(36).
Consider the Boolean equation r36 Hx, y, xL  1. An evaluation
e : 8x, y< Ø 80, 1< satisfies the equation if and only if e HxL ≠ e HyL. That
is, the equation r36 Hx, y, xL  1 defines Ÿ x. The variable xk+m will
represent Ÿ xk . The equations 9r36 Ixi , xi+m , xi M  1 : i  1, … , m=
are put into I. Note that these equations depend only on the variables
mentioned in the instance of I. (The equations that arise in this manner from the instance E are 9r Ixi , xi+4 , xi M  1 : i  1, 2, 3, 4=, a set
of Boolean equations that will be expanded to E in the following.)
A second group of equations is added to I, completing its construction. Consider the Boolean equation r36 HX, Ÿ Y, ZL  0, where
X, Y, Z are literals. An evaluation e of the variables involved in
X, Y, Z
satisfies
r36 HX, 18
Ÿ Y,
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second group of equations is added to I, completing its construction. Consider the Boolean equation r36 HX, Ÿ Y, ZL  0, where
X, Y, Z are literals. An evaluation e of the variables involved in
X, Y, Z
satisfies
r36 HX, Ÿ Y, ZL  0
if
and
only
if
80, 1<  8e HXL, e HYL, e HZL<. That is, e satisfies r36 HX, Ÿ Y, ZL  0 if
and only if e (extended to literals in the usual way) maps at least one
of the literals X, Y, Z to 0, and at least one of the literals X, Y, Z to
1. For each clause C j  9X j , Y j , Z j = of I, add r36 IX j , Ÿ Y j , Z j M  0 to
384A

I. This completes the construction of I, a set with m + k equations.
For the instance E, the equations E are:
9rIxi , xi+4 , xi M  1 : i  1, 2, 3, 4= ‹
9rIx1 , x5 , x3 M  0, rIx5 , x2 , x7 M  0,
rIx2 , x7 , x8 M  0, rIx5 , x6 , x4 M  0=.
The instance I of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3-SAT is satisfiable, under an
assignment e of the variables involved in I, if and only if the m + k
equations I are simultaneously satisfiable under e, where e extends e
as follows:
eIxi+m M  1 + eIxi M mod 2, where i  1, … , m.
Next, I is mapped to an instance newI of C-EDEN(36). For an
equation r Hx, y, zL  c œ I, denote Hx, y, zL its “variable-tuple” and
let c œ 80, 1< be its “target”. Suppose that I consists of j equations,
given in some order. Concatenate the j variable-tuples to form a sequence of variables and constants of length 3 j. This is the “list” part
of the instance newI of C-EDEN(36). Consider the sequence of length
j consisting of the j targets of the equations I. Form another sequence, the target T, consisting of constants and blanks, with
T  Ib, a1 , b, b, a2 , b, b, a3 , … , b, b, a j , bM. Complete the construction of the instance newI by placing the list over the target.
It is not difficult to see that I is satisfiable if and only if the set of
equations I is satisfiable if and only if newI is satisfiable. The mapping from I to newI is clearly polynomial-time; thus, NOT-ALLEQUAL 3|SAT reduces to C-EDEN(36).
In the case of instance E, newE is given below. To fit newE on one
line, variables (in the first row) “xi ” are shortened to “i”:
1 5 1 2 6 2 3 7 3 4 8 4 1 5 3 5 2 7 2 7 4 5 6 4
1 b b 1 b b 1 b b 1 b b 0 b b 0 b b 0 b b 0

.

Observe
that
newE
is
satisfiable
with
assignment
f : 9x1 , … , x8 = Ø 80, 1<, where f extends the map f given at the end
of the first paragraph of this proof, via f Ix4+i M  1 + xi (mod 2), for
i  1, 2, 3, 4. ·
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3. Conclusion

Assuming that P ≠ NP, it is shown here that Constrained Eden separates the elementary cellular automata into at least two complexity
classes. It is apparent from the proof of Theorem 1 that Constrained
Eden(CA) can be viewed as an equation-solving problem over the cellular automaton CA. That is, an instance of Constrained Eden asks
whether a certain finite equation, in an algebraic system with the single operation r, has a solution. The complexity of equation-solving
(i.e., algebra) over cellular automata is pursued further in a sequel by
the author.
Also in the sequel, Constrained Eden problems will be shown to be
log-space equivalent to certain constraint satisfaction problems,
thereby allowing recently developed universal algebra methods for
classifying constraint satisfaction problems to be applied to
Constrained Eden problems. For example, these methods allow the
Constrained Eden problem for elementary cellular automata to be
separated into exactly two classes: those with a Constrained Eden
problem in P, and those with an NP-complete Constrained Eden
problem. Further refinements of the classification of Constrained
Eden for one-dimensional cellular automata involving subclasses of
NC are also discussed in the sequel.
Finally, it is not difficult to see that a higher-dimensional cellular
automaton has a natural enough Constrained Eden problem, one that
is polynomial-time equivalent to the Constrained Eden problem of an
appropriately defined one-dimensional cellular automaton over the
same alphabet.
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